Nature Tots
Spring 2022
Spring into science with our fun learning series for kids ages 3-4 with one accompanying adult.
Each week features activities that may make a mess, so dress accordingly. Choose a five- or
seven-class punch card to attend any combination of classes. Remember, you must stick to
your class time (10:00-11:00 a.m. or 1:30-2:30 p.m.). Need to add a class? Just email the
Education Office at camps@greensboroscience.org. Registration is required at
www.greensboroscience.org. No class on March 15.
1. Winter Weather
February 1
Join us as we explore ice, snow, wind and more! We’ll make instant snow, play with ice and
meet a winter-loving furry friend.
2. Winter Tales
February 8
Listen to winter stories and learn about why some animals hibernate in the winter. We’ll
make some cozy crafts and meet an animal from one of the stories. Cozy pajamas are
welcome.
3. Kitchen Chemistry
February 15
Mix and measure your way through sticky, slimy experiments that fizz and foam. Prepare for
a fun mess, and take home science “recipes” to repeat in your own kitchen.
4. Who, Who, Who?
February 22
You guessed it-owls! Join us as we explore all things owl and meet our resident owl, Aspen.
From awesome adaptations to dissecting owl pellets, you’ll be an owl expert by the end of
class.
5. Penguin Parade
March 1
Wear black and white for our formal introductions to penguins. We’ll explore birds and eggs,
take home a penguin craft and parade to our aquarium to visit our penguins at the end of
class.
6. Dinosaur Romp
March 8
They’re big, bad and extinct! Or are they? Take home a dinosaur craft and sort through
fossils to unearth clues from the past. We’ll also meet some dinosaur relatives.
7. Cool Cats
March 22
Pounce into this class for a roaring good time and learn about cool cats found around the
world. Discover amazing cat facts, make a cool cat craft and chat with a one of our keepers.
We’ll have a “purr-fectly” good time. Cat dress-up welcome.
8. Busy Bees
March 29
Let’s celebrate bees! We’ll meet our resident honey bees, create a bee-utiful craft and enjoy
some local honey.

